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ABSTRACT  
 The legal education and legal research that plays an important role in providing social justice, importing of legal education 
has always been considered as one of the noblest professions. Legal education which is part of general education cannot be viewed in 
isolation. Today, legal education derives its impetus from the economic, social and economic and political set up of the society. Legal 
research is one of the aspects of study of human behavior, their interactions, and attitudes pertaining to any law under the research 
studies. Law consists of rules made by authority for the proper regulation of the community or society. Legal research is the branch of 
knowledge which deals with the principles of Law and Legal Institution. This paper analysis legal research and legal education 
designed to focus on importance of Legal Research, Methods of Legal research and importance of Legal research. 
 
Keywords: Legal Research, Need of Legal Research and Legal Profession, Methods of Legal Research. 
 
Introduction  

“I do not see how anyone can possibly understand the law or know anything or it, expect memoriter, without getting a clear 
idea of how it is in fact generated in society and adapted from age to age to its immediate needs and uses”- Woodrow Wilson 1894.  

 
 Legal education has to address the multifaceted growth of law. Education is moving into the digital age. It is the legal 
education and legal research that plays an important role in providing social justice. The Constitution of India basically need down the 
responsibility of imparting educational on the states by establishing the matter pertaining to education. Legal Profession along with the 
medical and other professions falls under III rd of the Constitution. however, the union is empowered to correlative and determines 
standards in institutions for higher education to research and scientific and technical institutions is additions having exclusive power, 
inter alia relating to educational institutions of National importance, professional occupational of research. Authorized by the 
Constitution to Legislate in respect of Legal Profession, Parliament enacted the Advocates Act. 1961, which brought Consistency   in 
the system of legal practitioners in the form of Advocates and provided for setting up  of the Bar Council of India and state Bar 
Councils in the state , under section (7) of the Advocates Act, 1961 the Bar Council of India has capacity to fix a minimum academic  
standard as a requirement for commencement of studies in law and under section (7) also states that the Bar Council of India is also 
authorized to recognized Universities who degree in law shall be taken  as a qualification for requirement as an Advocates and fix the 
purpose to visit   and examine Universities. Thus, the Act guides on the Bar Council of India’s power to prescribe standards a Legal 
Education and for the reorganization of law degrees for enrolment of people as Advocates1. 
 
 Presently, Legal education system should also prepare professionals equipped to meet the new challenges and dimensions of 
internationalization, where the nature and organization of law and legal practice are undergoing a paradigm shift and there is need for 
original and path-breaking legal research to create new legal knowledge and thoughts that will meet these challenges in a approach 
responsive to the needs of the country and the ideas and goals our constitution2.  So that legal education should on one hand regulate 
the human conduct and on the other hand direct them towards the development of society at large. The burden on legal education is 
increasing day-to-day to promote social order.  
 
 Research plays a very important role in recommending solutions to the existing problems of our society or in solving the 
already solved problems in a better way. It also helps to discover or invent new ideas and technologies. Observations, interviews, 
mailed questionnaire, surveys, case studies, project, content analysis, and cause and effect analysis methods are used to carry out 
researches. Research is an ongoing and continuous process. Research is the gathering of evidence or information for ascertaining an 
assumption or verifying some hypothesis. Research is, therefore, an enquiry for the verification of a fresh theory or for supplementing 
privileging theories by new knowledge. No research can be purely new, as even original discoveries are an extension of the search 
already undertaken, being shaped generally as expressing agreement or refutation or plain addition. For social science, behavioral 

 
1 Bharithi, Legal education some critical issues 1999, http://www.commonlii.org/sg/journals/SGJlIntCompLaw/2003/8.pdf 
2 National Knowledge Commission, compilation recommendations on Education: http://www.knowledgecommissiomn.gov.in see May 2, 2021 
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research, observation and in-depth study methods are mostly used. Selection of methodology for particular research depends upon the 
objectives and purposes of the research such as impact analysis, theory building and testing, or behavioral analysis. 
 
 This is the age of democracy and good governance. Democracy and good governance depend upon the rule of law. In 
democratic society, law is changed for welfare of the people and society along with the pace of time. Alternatively, law shall not 
be constraint for the development rather it be facilitator. That is why law needs charges. Similarly, legal research is essential to have 
changes in law for socialization and betterment of the people and society. Now-a-days, legal research is not limited only on the 
analyzing of criminal behavior, activities of public, court, public prosecutors, legal practitioners etc. but it also includes the protection 
of environment of all creatures in the world and the development as well. As a result, legal research plays crucial role for the welfare 
of the humankind and is more important than others to bring positive changes in our society and at the end in the whole humankind. 
 

Research is an enquiry for the verification of a fresh theory or for supplementing prevailing theories by new knowledge. 
Since knowledge is the extension of an existing knowledge, no research can be said to be absolutely new. A researcher while about it 
and while conducting research, he/she proceeds onward to hypothesis on that basis. Thus, it is a continuous process of acquiring 
knowledge through enquiry into existing laws3. Legal research is the branch of knowledge which deals with the principles of Law and 
Legal Institution. There are three main sources of law, viz. legislation, precedent and custom. Legal research is not essentially 
different from other types of research. This too is research for authority to verify some hypothesis and is a continuum. The issues of 
enquiry naturally relate to pure law or law in relation to society. 

 
What is Legal Research? 
 Legal research is not essentially different from other types of research. This too is search for authority to verify some 
hypothesis and is a continuum. Its issues of enquiry naturally relate to pure law or law in relation to society. Under the broad theme of 
enquiry about law, an analysis is made of the rules, concepts and institutions of the law and of the legal system itself (inclusive of 
legal system). The creation of a body of law where none had hitherto existed is asocial achievement. It is an achievement not to be 
underestimated. It also serves as reminder that at particular periods in the history of law the creative working out of legal doctrine is 
both necessary and critical and justifiably a paramount concern of legal research4.  
 
 It is the legal education and legal research that plays an important role in providing social justice. The Internet and various 
digitalizations imitative have opened up immediate access to legal materials such as statutes, bills, law reports etc, through 
government websites and the legal information institutes.     
 
Legal Research 
 Generally, law is enacted to regulate the human conduct for the welfare of humankind. It is considered that law should be 
enacted to protect the interest of a person, society, and the county as a whole. The goal of legal research cannot be distinguished from 
the goal of law. As law is directly related with the social science, its research is also automatically related with the research of social 
science. 
 
 This is the age of democracy and good governance. Democracy and good governance depend upon the rule of law. In 
democratic society, law is changed for welfare of the people and society along with the pace of time. Alternatively, law shall not 
be constraint for the development rather it be facilitator. That is why law needs charges. Similarly, legal research is essential to have 
changes in law for socialization and betterment of the people and society. Now-a-days, legal research is not limited only on the 
analyzing of criminal behavior, activities of public, court, public prosecutors, legal practitioners etc. but it also includes the protection 
of environment of all creatures in the world and the development as well. As a result, legal research plays crucial role for the welfare 
of the humankind and is more important than others to bring positive changes in our society and at the end in the whole humankind. 
 
 "Legal research is the process of identifying and retrieving information necessary to support legal decision-making. In its 
broadest sense, legal research includes each step of a course of action that begins with an analysis of the facts of a problem and 
concludes with the application and communication of the results of the investigation.5" 

 
3 Raj Kumari Agarwal : Indian Legal research: an evolutionary and perspective analysis ,   JICI 1982, Vol. 24,P. 2-3 
4 Grundstein N.D(1964-965). Administrative Law and the Behavioral and Managemnt science, Legal ed.p.121 122 
5 J. Myron Jacobstein and Roy M. Mersky, Fundamentals of Legal Research, 8th ed. (Foundation Press, 2002) p. 1. 
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 Legal Research means Research in that branch of knowledge which deals with the principles of law and legal information. 
There are three main sources of law, i.e., legislation, precedent and custom. Justice writing are another important though secondary 
sources of law and their importance is dependent on the fact whether it is given due recognition by the courts or the legislature or 
jurists in solving problems or not. The contents of these sources of law change with the changing requirement of the society and if this 
change is not taken into account in interpreting the law, the existing law is bound to be doomed. The aim of law is, therefore, to 
regulate the human behavior in the present-day society and hence, legal research must be directed to the study of the relationship 
between the world of the law and the world that the law purports to govern6. 
 
 Legal research is one of the aspects of study of human behavior, their interactions, and attitudes pertaining to any law under 
the research studies. Law consists of rules made by authority for the proper regulation of the community or society. According to 
Austin, Law is a rule laid down for the guidance of a being by an intelligent being having power over him. Law means any set of 
uniform principles which is generally followed. It is referred to those rules which are issued by the state for determining the 
relationship of men in organized society. Governing individual and group behavior are enforceable in court. The purpose of law is to 
regulate and control human action in society. 
 
Need of Research in Legal Profession 
 Law is a dynamic discipline and it is essential that laws, principles and their interpretations develop with time and confront 
the challenges posed by social, economic and political transformations in the country. The law schools in India need to establish a 
sound institutional foundation on the basis of which the intellectual and scholarly abilities of its legal scholars can be actively 
promoted. Thus, the role of law schools is overarching in forgoing these understandings as it has been aptly said: law is what the 
lawyers are, and the law and lawyers are what the law schools make them 7 . Research can contribute significantly towards 
improvement in teaching and, more importantly, addressing numerous challenges relating to law and justice. Research in law should 
pave way for developing greater clarity in the law and its interpretation. But ignorance to promote researchers in law and absence of 
due emphasis on research and publications in existing law schools have led to the degradation in the intellectual intensity of 
environment of legal education system.  Therefore, law schools in India to go on a long way in developing an institutional culture 
that’s promotes and encourages research that has is the capacity to foster many positive changes in society at large8. And thereby help 
India get transformed from being only a consumer of available legal knowledge to being a leading producer in the world of new legal 
knowledge and ideas. Law schools or legal institutions are required to cultivate greater opportunities for students as well as faculty to 
undertake original and extensive research on contemporary issues relating to law and justice. A proper research culture enabling 
scholars to identify issues that serve as an impediment to the efficient and effective administrative of justice is necessary to promote. 
This is possible through a comprehensive examination of the legal framework and justice delivery mechanism in India. The emerging 
concept of Lawyering and legal education would necessarily demand from learners and practice to know not only the local legal 
normative regimes but also to acquire knowledge of different system with comparative perspectives and this is all possible with a 
strong and extensive research mechanism in law schools9.  
 
Significance of Legal Research 
 In modern time law has assumed much significance. It provides for and dominates almost all activities of human beings; it 
has been accepted that law is perhaps most important instrument of social change. The significance of research may, based on justice, 
equity and good conscience, thus, be summed up as follows: 
 1)  It helps the government in formulating suitable laws to pursue its economic and social policies.  
 2). It helps in solving various operational and planning problems pertaining to business, industry and tax.  
 3). It helps the courts in solving the problem without much delay and in such a way that the problem may not recur at all or at 
least in near future.  
 4). It helps the legal practitioner in taking a decision as to how he should tackle the problem in hand. 
 
Objectives of Legal Research 

Law may be termed as a behavioral science as it regulates human behavior. It is expressed in words which are used in 
particular context. Whatever be the source of law, it cannot provide remedy for the entire situation and for all the time to come. 

 
6 Georgre.D. Braden: Legal research: variations on an old Lament JILI, 1982, V ol.24p. 2-3 
7 Benjamin H Barton, t(2011) he lawyers judge Bias in American Legal system, Cambridge    University Press  
8 Swathi Deva (2010) Law and inequalities 298, 1st ed.  
9  Isha and Somya Gaur, Need of reforms in legal education in India; Globalization and judicial outlook www.supremoamicus.org  
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Changes in society demand that law should move with the time if it has to remain alive and active and it can remain alive, active and 
useful, if it is aware of its lacunae and takes step to overcome it with the passage of time. 

 
The objective of legal research, therefore, is to suggest suitable measures to eliminate them. there is an area for which there is 

no law at all the objective of legal Research would be to suggest suitable legislation for that area; but if does not work, its aim would 
be to suggest reform in the existing law be it enacted, customary or judicial. However, this should not be the end or the sole objective 
of legal research, it is undertaken for making suggestion for improvements in the law on concrete and easily identifiable matters and 
the formulation of those proposals in precise, this very significant and governing factor in the area of legal research. 

 
The following may be taken as Objectives of Legal Research 

1. To discover new facts 
2. To test and verify old facts; to analyses the facts in new theoretical framework;  
3. To examine the consequences of new facts or new principles of law; or judicial decisions;  
4. To develop new legal research tools or apply tools of other disciplines in the area of law;  
5. To propound a new legal concept; to analyses law and legal institutions from the point of view of history; 
6. To examine the nature and scope of new law or legal institutions; 
7. To ascertain the merits and demerits of old law or institution and to give suggestion for a new law or institution in place of a 

old one;   
8. To ascertain the relationship between legislature and judiciary and to give suggestion as to how one can assist the other in the 

discharge of one’s duties and responsibilities; and  
9. To develop the principles of interpretation for critical examination of statutes10. 

 
Methods of Legal Research 
 In pursuing research for disclosing facts or proving a hypothesis true or false, various kind of methods can be applied for the 
successful research. The following research methods collectively or individually can be applied for the successful research as the main 
methods.  
 
 Observation  
 Information can be received by observing, visiting and viewing the place, society, events or the things pertinent to the study 
or research. Observation can be taken as primary and reliable source of information. If a researcher is careful, he/she can get the points 
that may play the significant role in his research or study. Observation is a method that is common in the research of legal and social 
science. Observation should be guided by a specific research purpose; the information receive from the observation should be 
recorded and subjected to checks on the trail of reliability. 
 
Questionnaire 
  In questionnaire method, a researcher develops a form containing such questions pertinent to his study. Generally, the 
researcher prepares yes/ No questions or short answer questions. In questionnaire method, researcher distributes such forms to the 
people to whom he/she deems appropriate. The people, to whom the questionnaires have been distributed, should answer that what 
they have known by filling out the form and return it to researcher. 
 
Sampling 
  When the subject of research is vague, comprehensive and when each indicator cannot be taken by virtue of financial 
constraint, time and complexity, etc. then the researcher can randomly collect data/sample depending on the reason. This is called as 
sampling method. For instance, in a demographic research, part of population represent various groups can be taken into 
consideration. That is why, it is said that sample is a method that saves time and money. 
 
 Interviews 
  A researcher can receive information sought by him/her asking people concerned through interview. It is a direct method of 
receiving information. Interview can be generally held asking questions in face-to-face contact to the person or persons and sometimes 
through telephone conversation. This method is common in the research of legal and social science. In this method, the researcher has 
to use less skill and knowledge to receive information he/she had sought. Interview is known as an art of receiving pertinent 

 
10 Baki, P. M 1982, Legal Research and law reform, IJIL, vol. 24Nos. 2, 3. 
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information. In the opinion of P.V. Young, interview can be taken as a systematic method by which a person enters more or less 
imaginatively into the life of a stranger. 
 
Case study 
  Case study is taken as one of the important and reliable methods for legal research. Case study can be defined as a method of 
research where facts and grounds of each legal issue are dealt with by taking individual case11. 
 
 Legal research is defined as the process of identifying and retrieving information that is required for supporting legal 
decision-making. Who performs Legal research? Well, it can be performed by lawyers, law librarians, paralegals or anyone who wants 
legal information. This legal information can be collected from printed books, online legal research websites and information portals 
that can be accessed for free or for a fee from database vendors (LexisNexis / Westlaw). Legal research generally involves, 

1. Finding primary authority (cases, statutes, regulations)  
2. Finding secondary authority about a specific legal topic  
3. Finding non-legal sources for supporting information.  

 
 There are many different approaches to doing legal research and there is no hard and fast rule to be followed while doing 
legal research. However here is a basic guide that may be generally followed by the researcher. 

1. Start with a preliminary analysis of facts and start framing questions  
2. Consult secondary sources  
3. Evaluation of the research  
4. Locating the primary authority  
5. Re-evaluation of the research  
6. Updating the research  
7. Stopping the research  

 
 During the preliminary analysis, one should identify all the facts and details of the people, place, and the acts involved 
besides familiarizing oneself with the related jargon. A proper understanding of all issues that is to be got via the research has to be 
made at the outset itself. Also, one must identify the different legal theories, procedures and know about the specific relief that is 
being sought. For this various secondary sources / resources will have to be referred to, that may include treatises, law reviews and 
encyclopedias12. 
 
 It is important to identify the right legal theories and see if these need to be modified or if new theories have been found that 
require us to do more research. Most importantly one must review and see as to what is the core legal theory that is being developed. 
Location of primary authorities including court opinions/statutes and regulatory law etc may be done using different online and offline 
secondary sources including various digests and law publications authoritative paperbacks and study aids. This is again followed by 
re-evaluation and legal research / updation and must be repeated until one is satisfied.  
 
Legal Research and Law Reforms 
 A Law reform official and non- official comprises several components and involves a variety of activities. Research in law is 
an important component of the process of law reform. Moreover, it is an essential preliminary to all another component. The nature 
and quality of research to be undertaken will, of course, depend on several factors.  
 
To give a few instances, this factor includes 

1. The subject matter of the project 
2. The time allowed for completion of the project and  
3. Several other variables. However, certain features would be common to most projects of law reform, so far as research is 

concerned13.  
 
 

 
11 George J. Mouly, the Science of Educational Research, P.284. 
12 Basic Legal Research Method By John Kessel http://ezinearticles.com/?Basic-Legal-Research-Method&id=1103283 
13 Baxi.P.M. Legal research and Law Reforms, legal research and methodology first rpt. 2006, p.100 
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Utility of socio legal research 
1. Socio legal research can be useful in formulating new theories 
2. Socio legal research gives clue to the decision making 
3. Socio legal research gives a lead and moulds public opinion 
4. Socio legal research is useful in framing new laws 
5. Socio legal research is useful in finding root causes of crimes and differential behavior among different tribes and races 
6. Socio legal research provides the knowledge which widens the outlook of legislators, executives and judiciary 
7. Socio legal research paves the way for broad based social reforms 

 
Research Methodology of Legal Studies 
 Legal phenomena require their own research methodology, such research methodology maybe applicable to subjects of 
international or municipal laws evaluation of acts of different countries, implementation and consequences of codes and Acts of 
different nations. Many statistical techniques and methods cannot automatically be considered as useful in legal studies simply 
because they have proved useful in other disciplines. 
 
 The nature of legal issues and the subject matter of law is radically different from other sciences. Therefore, the content of the 
propositions and explanations is also different. The methodology of legal studies involves its own rules, interpretations and criteria for 
admissible explanations as well as research designs, data collecting techniques and data processing routines. Legal studies lack the 
appropriate methods, tools and techniques suitable for the legal issues. In most of the legal investigations, qualitative data has to be 
analysed. Hence, this separate study of legal methodology is taken up. 
 
How to Find Law 
 Research is perhaps as old as mankind. Necessity was the mother of invention. It was also the mother of discovery14. The 
primitive man’s needs must have sent him in search not only of food, but also of knowledge. The process was basically the acquisition 
of knowledge, the quest for truth, the searching of the unexplored. Legal research is indispensable for systematic investigation of 
problems of law or any matter connected with law. Research, therefore, is to be pursued to obtain a better and knowledge of law and 
understanding of any problem that may be integral to better more effective legislation connected with the area which may be for 
example having sociological or economical import.15 Legal research is the process of identifying and retrieving information necessary 
to support legal decision making in its broadest sense. Legal research includes each step of a course of action that begins with an 
analysis of the facts of a problem and concludes with the application and communication of the results of the investigation.16 
 
 One of the main reasons law school students leave law school with different research skills is that they entered law school 
with poor or nonexistent research skills. When we teach under the old paradigm, we are not helping them improve or acquire these 
skills. Entering law students have not been exposed to traditional research tools such as card catalogue or reader’s guide to periodical 
literature, and thus lack these as a backdrop for learning legal research using the specialized print source of the legal field. 
 

Legal research is the branch of knowledge which deals with the principles of Law and Legal Institution. There are three main 
sources of law, viz. legislation, precedent and custom17. Legal research is not essentially different from other types of research. This 
too is research for authority to verify some hypothesis and is a continuum. The issues of enquiry naturally relate to pure law or law in 
relation to society. Under the broad theme of enquiry about law, an analysis is made of the rules, concepts and institutions of the law 
and of the legal system itself (inclusive of legal systems). Law is the very foundation of society and therefore, legal research 
undertakes to serve the following purposes: 

1. To suggest a reform in the existing law: 
2. To establish the relationship between law and 10 other disciplines affecting human activities. 
3. To search, collect and make available the legal principles which are useful for society, but which have not yet become the part 

of statutory law; 
4. To suggest a set of rules where no rules exist at all; and out of these purposes, the first one is regarded to be the most important. 

 
14 Gowda, V. and Shivalingaiah,D. (2007). E- Resources Information: A study of research scholars. In proceedings of 5th International CALIBER – 
2007, Ahmadabad: INFLIBNET    Centre.      
15 Relevance of legal research in the development of legal services by Misra, Yogesh Guj. L.H, 2003 (2) 
16 J.Myron Javostein and Roy Mersky,Fundamentals of Legal Research, 8th ed. (Foundation Press, 2002) P.1 
17 George D. Braden. (1982). Legal Research: A variations on an old lament, JILI, Voil.24. Nos. 2, 3 & 4,190 
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 Like any other branch of knowledge research in the area of law is very important from the point of view of law reform. When 
a set of rules is enacted by the legislature a set of principles or specific principle is declared by the court, the authority can be sure 
whether the principle is socially acceptable and useful or not.  
 
Social Value and Legal Research 
 Every society or country has its own traditions, culture and values. With the passage of time changes do take place in the 
existing traditions, culture values. But they rarely degenerate completely, and new set of values, traditions and culture come into 
existence. In such a situation, it become very significant to know, whether the scope of legal research should be confined to the 
traditions and values of country or should be confined to the traditions and values of the country or should it go beyond that limit 
because he/she cannot be insensitive to these traditions, values or culture, especially in the area of family relations, and matrimonial 
laws. 
 
Legal Research work may be divided into 
 1. Doctrinal or traditional research 
 2. Non- doctrinal or empirical research 
 
1. Doctrinal research or Traditional research 
 It involves analysis of case laws, arranging, ordering and systematizing legal propositions and study of legal institutions, but 
it does more to create law through its major tool of legal reasoning or rational deductions18. 
 
Features of Doctrinal Research 
The following are the essential features of doctrinal research 
 1. The scholar organizes his/her study around legal proposition and  
 2. Appellate court reports and other conventional legal materials are readily accessible19. 
 
2. Non doctrinal or Empirical Research 
 Unlike in the case of doctrinal research in which the research is carried on, on the basis of facts and data, stored in the library, 
archives and other data base, the empirical research is carried on by collecting or gathering information by first hand study of the 
subject.  In such research, the researcher first of all accepts a working hypothesis or guess as to the probable results and then proceeds 
to collect enough facts to prove or disprove his/her hypothesis. The empirical method of research, although gaining significance day 
by day is not useful for determining the goodness or badness of a thing, standard of value or morality prevailing in the society.  
 
Legal Research and Use of Law Libraries   
 Legal research inevitably involves the use of the books, pamphlets, periodicals and documentary materials in libraries. 
General source materials have to be consulted for the necessary background knowledge of the problem to be investigated. Knowledge 
of the previous findings in similar cases is also required by the legal researchers. All these source materials are numerously available 
in a library. Use of the law library is a must to any researchers. Hence, a researcher should know how to use the resource of libraries. 
Researcher should understand the way in which libraries organize their collections and with knowledge of basic bibliographic and 
reference materials. All the libraries have a system of subject classification, a card catalogue, and certain bibliographic and reference 
materials.  Law Libraries have played important role in supporting legal education and doctrinal as well as non-doctrinal quality 
research. But the decade has brought about a sea change in relationships between users and libraries. Information technology enabled 
products and services, and the availability of online information resources have changed the way the services academic institutions 
and libraries now provide to their users.  
 
 Research who wishes to use a law library must know how to trace the required material from the books kept in a library. 
Hence, he should have thorough knowledge regarding the availability of books and reading material, how to use the library catalogue 
and also the knowledge of classification system used in the library. He must be acquainted with the catalogue which gives him the 
information of the available books with title, author and place of publication and publisher along with call number of the books20  
 

 
18 Jain,S.N. Doctrine and Non Doctrine legal research, 14th JILI, 4879 1972) 
19 Ernest M. Jones: Some current trends in legal research, 15th Journal of legal education, 121-138 (1963) 
20 Myneni S.R.  (2009). Legal Research Methodology, Allahabad Law Agency, Faridabad, 3 Ed. 152-153. 
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Internet & Legal Research 
 Internet is the networking of computer networks around the world which facilitates transfer or sharing of information among 
all the computer users connected to these networks. The future of legal research is migrating to the internet, primarily because of the 
universality of internet access. Computing lawyers, law librarians, and many other net citizens are salivating over the possibilities of a 
system of citation and research freely usable by any citizen of the internet, and it is certain that future lawyers will use the internet as a 
primary source for legal research. These developments bode well for the solo and small firm practitioner, and for the general public. 
There is a great unmet need for inexpensive online legal research. Continued development of such inexpensive web based legal 
research resources and tools are clearly inevitable. 
 
Conclusion 
 Legal education today is thus facing Nemours challenges so that the needs of the Indian society maybe synthesize with the 
needs to keep pace with the latest developments. The legal profession requires crucial research inputs from the law schools. Besides 
imparting quality legal education, they are bestowed with the responsibility of providing quality legal research on the emerging and 
existing issues to serve valuable inputs for policy makers. 
 
 A meaningful discussion should take place to modernize law colleges with scientific equipment such as computer, internet 
connectivity legal databases for intensive legal research purposes. Further, there is need for original and path breaking legal research 
to create new legal knowledge and ideas that will help meet these challenges in a manner responsive to the needs of the country and 
the ideals and goals of our constitution. The level of research facilities available to a law faculty of India is not conductive to sustained 
research. The lack of role facilities generates confusion; conflict as well as ambivalence towards primary role obligation calling for 
sustained attempts to contribute to knowledge in the field. 
 
 The quality of legal education has improved considerably after implementation of Information Technology. The quality of 
research is being diluted by substandard data, arising out of lack of authentic, accurate, complete and latest secondary data and 
plagiarism. Therefore, Information technology is required to be used with great caution for the expansion of legal education and 
research in the age of globalization in the 21st century.  
 


